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Littlewood (Proc. London Math. Sot. (2) 28 (1928), 383-394) showed that a 
positive superharmonic function II on the unit disc has radial limits a.e. Using 
techniques due to Doob this result is extended to all rank one symmetric spaces. In 
addition simplifications are obtained of Doob’s (Ann. Inst. Fourier (Grenoble) 15 
(1965), 113-135) proof of normal convergence a.e. of a positive superharmonic 
function on a half space. The symmetric space analogue of this half space result is 
also obtained. The methods used are shown to fail for the potential theory on F?” 
associated with Au = au (a > 0). It is an open question as to whether Littlewood’s 
theorem holds in this context. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1928 Littlewood [ 131 showed that a positive superharmonic function u 
on the unit disc has radial limits de--a-e. Much later Doob [3] used the 
theory of fine convergence to prove the existence of normal limits a.e. for 
such functions on a half space in R d. The key to his proof is a projection 
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theorem for hitting probabilities (a consequence of Lemma 3.1 in [3]) which 
is implicit in the proof of his Theorem 3.1. 
This paper exploits Doob’s method and proves similar projection theorems 
(Theorems 3.3 and 4.8) on a rank one symmetric space of noncompact type. 
The geometrical arguments used are applied to the half space in Rd 
(simplifying Doob’s original proof) and to the unit ball in Rd. 
The potential theory on Rd associated with the Helmholtz equation 
Au - 2au = 0 (a > 0) is rotationally invariant. However it is not known if a 
projection theorem is valid in this context. It is shown that the basic step in 
Doob’s proof of a projection theorem is false for this potential theory 
(Proposition 5.1). 
The projection theorems are used as in Doob [3] to prove radial and 
normal limit theorems for positive superharmonic functions on a rank one 
symmetric space of noncompact ype (Corollaries 6.2 and 6.6). 
The authors would like to thank J. L. Doob for raising the question as to 
whether his methods in [3] apply to symmetric spaces. 
1. DOOB'S PROJECTION THEOREM FOR THE HALF SPACE IN IRd 
In this section and in Section 2 it is assumed that potential theoretic 
notions always refer to classical potential theory. 
In [3] Doob proved that if v is a positive measure on the half space 
H= Rd-’ x IF?, in Rd with Lebesgue measure as marginal distribution in 
the Rd-’ coordinate (i.e., its image under the obvious projection) then the 
potential p given by 
is uniformly bounded on H with a bound which is independent of v. Here 
g(x, y) denotes the Green function for H and t(y) is the distance from y to 
Rd-’ = Rd-’ x {O}. As Doob shows, this result is the key to a new method 
of proving Littlewood’s theorem [3] on the existence of radial limits for 
positive superharmonic functions on the disc. This connection will be 
pursued later. 
Here is a proof of Doob’s projection theorem that is similar to some 
calculations on a symmetric space that will be given later. Let g(x, y) denote 
the Green function for H (corresponding to the Laplacian). If y” is the 
reflection of y in Rd-’ then 
&Y> = 
1 1 
~~/,,ld-* - lx+ld-* (here d > 2). 
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Let t(y) and s(y) denote, respectively, the distance from y to Rd-’ and s(y) 
the Rd-’ coordinate of y so that y = (s(y), f(y)). 
LEMMA 1.1. 
where u = (s(y), t(x)). 
Proof: The key is to factorise g(x, y) in a convenient way. 
1 1 1 
- t(y) ( (X-yld-2 Ix-Y’ld-’ 1 
1 1 1 =- ( ___- 
t(y) Ix-Yl Ix-91 1 
1 
X 
Ix - yld-3 + ,x&lx-yl +“‘+ 
The product of the first two factors of the right-hand side equals 
(lx-u”12-lx-Y12) 4$x) 
t(:) lx-yllX-Jq(lX-yI+lX-Bl)= Ix-YIIX-y’l(Ix-YI+Ix-Jw 
Substituting this back into the earlier expression and thinking of y as (s, t), 
where s is fixed and t is variable one sees that g(x, y)/t is a monotone 
decreasing function in t for t > t(x) and so the lemma is certainly proved for 
y with t(y) > t(x). On the other hand, if t(y) < t(x) one has Ix -y I> Ix -71, 
Ix-Yl>$lx-PI, and (Ix-y1 t Ix-Yl)>(l/fi)(lx--Y( t 1x-j). One 
clearly obtains the required inequality 
L&Y Y> to< fi * 2d-2 
[ 
t(x) 
Ix-Pllx-Y=l(Ix-PI+Ix-y”l> 1 
1 1 
X lx-;ld-3 + IX-jqd--4 lx-;1 + “’ + IX 4 1 
= \/z 2’d-2’ g(xTy). 
w 
Doob’s projection theorem follows immediately. 
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THEOREM 1.2 (Lemma 3.1 [3]). Let v be any positive measure on H 
with marginal on Rd-’ given by Lebesgue measure. Then 
where Cd = I,-, g((0, l), (s, 1)) ds < 00. 
Proof. 
$$ v(dy) < fi 2d-2 I, w v(dy) 
= fi . 2d-2 g((s(x), t(x>>, (‘, t(x>)> ds
w-1 t(x) 
But g(ax, ay)/t(ay) = (l/ad-’ ) g(x,J)/t(j$ and d(as) = ad-’ ds. Hence, by 
making a substitution one has 
i 
g(-% Y > ___ v(dy) < \/z 2’d-2’ 
H t(v) I 
g((Ov 11, (s, 1)) ds* ~Rd* 
The case d = 2 is not considered here because it will be dealt with later as a 
particular case of the associated result for a general rank one symmetric 
space. (see the proof of (*) in Theorem 4.8 with X the hyperbolic disc). 
A probabilistic corollary motivates these estimates. Let K be a compact 
set in H satisfying t(y) < 1 for all y in K. Let {s(y): y E K} = K* c IRd-‘. 
Suppose x is a point of H with t(x) > 1 + E. Let Ipx (hitting K) be the 
probability that Brownian motion started at x and stopped the first time it 
leaves H ever hits the set K. 
THEOREM 1.3. There is a C > 0, depending only on E such that 
Ip” (hitting K) > CIP” (hitting K*). 
Proof Let p denote Lebesgue measure restricted to K*. By the Hahn- 
Banach and the Riesz representation theorems there is a measure v on K with 
marginal p (i.e., which projects onto p). Let q(x) = j (g(x, y)/t(y)) v(dy) and 
p(x) = Ip* (hitting K). Because q is bounded by C, and p = 1 a.e. on K it 
follows from the Domination Principle that q < C,P for every point of H. 
Up to a constant, Ip” (hitting K*) =( l,*(y)(a/an) g(x, y),u(dy). The 
normal derivative (a/&z) g(x, y) is the limit of g(x, y)/t(y) as t(y) decreases 
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to zero. To complete the proof it suffices to show that t(x) 2 1 + E, 
0 < t(y) < 1 implies 
dx, Y)MY> a C(E) g g(x, Y)- 
In the proof of Lemma 1.1 the ratio g(x, y)/t(y) = rp(x, y), where 
rp(x, (b, 0)) = (a/&r) g(x, y) at y = (b, 0). To obtain the inequality use the fact 
that ]]u -b]]* + (t(x) - 1)’ < ]]x -y]]* < ]]x -Y]]’ < ]]u - b](* + (t(x) + l)* if 
x = (u, t(x)) and y = (b, t). 
Remark. In dimension two this result is similar in nature to Hall’s 
lemma (cf. [4, p. 2081) and, using conformal mapping, can be made to 
follow from it. 
2. THE BALL IN IRd 
There is an analogous projection theorem for the unit ball in Rd (see the 
results of Bksendal [ 171 for an alternative approach). If 0 < ] y I < 1 let 
y’ = y/ ] y ] denote the radial projection of y. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let v be any probability measure on B\{O} (where B is 
the open unit ball in IRd) which projects radially onto normalised Lebesgue 
measure o on the sphere, and let g(x, y) be the Green function for B. Then 
where C may be chosen to depend only on d. 
Remark 2.2. If p is a measure on {y ] a < I y ] < 1 } that has support A 
and projects radially onto u IA, (where A ’ = {y’ I y E A}) then there is a 
probability v on {y ] a < I y ] < 1 } with v IA =(u which projects radially onto o 
(e.g., v(E) = &4 n E) + a( { y’ ] ( y I = $, y E E, y’ & A ’ }). Consequently, to 
prove the theorem it suffices to prove it for probabilities v that are supported 
by {d<Ivl< 11 or {lulG$}. 
Before beginning the proof of the theorem it is useful to establish two 
lemmas (corresponding to the two locations of v). Let y”= y/l y12 and 
Y= (Ixl/lvl)v for yf 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume i < 1x1, ( y I ( 1. Then 
g(x, Y > < c g(x,7) 
64Y) ’ g(0,’ 
where C = 82(d - 2)2 12d-2. 
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ProoJ It is always true that 2 Ix --y 1 > Ix -PI. Given the restrictions on 
x and y, 3 Ix-y”1 > IX-y’l. To verify this consider ~x-~~~/Ix-~J* = 
w - (2 Ixlllyl) cos e+ l/~~~‘)/(~Xl’ + l/(x(* - 2 cos 8) =f((x(, lY(. S), 
where 0 < e< rr is the angle between the vectors x and y. Since the 
denominator is always >0 this expression (for (xl, I yl fixed) is either 
constant in 19 or monotone in 0. It therefore suffices to estimate the 
expression for 8 = 0 or e = 7~. 
Nowf(lxI, Iyl, 0) > (1x1- 1)2/(lxl - l/lx/)* > (3)’ if $ < 1x1 < 1. Further, 
f(lxl, 1~1, II) > (/xl+ l)*/(lxl + 1/lxD2 > (+I’ if i < 1x1 < 1. 
The case d = 2 will not be considered here as it is a special case of (1) in 
the proof of Theorem 3.3 (with c = 0 and X the unit disc equipped with the 
Poincare metric). 
Recall that the Green function can be expressed as follows: 
La Y> = 
1 lv’ld-’ 
~~-~ld-* - lX-$ld-* 
L IFI = lxlyl - Ix-v’1 ~ ___ I[ 1 IX-yld-3 + *.* + I ,-Id-’ Ix -,-Id-’ 1 
and so 
1 
‘do~Y)=~ ___ 
IYI - 
-1= I-IYI 1 
[ I[ IYI 
-+...+l . 
IYI - 1 
Since ) jl< 4 Iy’l it then follows that 
which reduces the general case (d > 3) to the three dimensional case. Now 
1 I.? lx-~12-l.F121x-Y12 ---= 
Ix-y/ lx-v’] I~-Yll~-~l~l~-~l+I~lI~-YI~ 
(1 - WN - IYl’> 
=~yl*(x-YlIx-~i~Ix-~l+I~lI~-YI~’ 
580/59/3-6 
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Hence, 
(1 - Ix12)(l + lYl> 
=lYlI~-Y/I~-~I~I~-~l+I~lI~-YI~ 
< (4* . 6 . 8) (1 - b12Kl + 171) 
1 181I~-PlI~-PI~I~-PI+Iv=lI~-PI> . 
So g(x, y)/g(O, y) < 8*@ - 2)* 1P2 . g(x, P)/g(O,J) providing 1x1, 1 YI > d. 
The second lemma covers the case where Ix/, I y I < a. Here the argument 
depends only on the asymptotic behaviour of the Green function near its 
singularity and is true in great generality (this kind of estimate was used in 
[ 141) The proof of Theorem 2.1 in this case is very close to one shown to 
one of the authors by B. Fuglede in 1980. The technique near the boundary, 
as one sees most clearly in the symmetric space case, is to slide y along a 
ray (geodesic) and show how the behaviour of g(x, y)/g(O, y) is controlled by 
g(x7 YYLm 91. 
Near the origin one moves x around and uses the homogeneity of g(x, y). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 < 1x1, I y I < $. Then 
dX,Y) < c g(% Y> 
dO,Y) ’ go’ 
wherei=(lyl/lxlx=lylx’ ifx#O. 
Proof. There exist constants c,, c2 > 0 such that c, h(x, y) < g(x,y) < 
c2h(x,y), where h(x,y) = l/lx -yld-* if d> 3 and h(x,y) = -log (x -yI if 
d= 2. Assume d > 2. Since Ix -y( > t IX--y], g(x,y) < Cg(Z,y). When 
d=2, Ix-y\>+ (Z--y1 implies (-log(x-y])/(-logly]) < (-loglx-y] + 
log q/(-log 1~1) < t + (--log Ix-yl)/(--log Ivl) < W%y)/h(y). The last 
inequality holds since (-log 12 -y I)/(-log ( ~1) > 1 + log 2/lag I y I and 
IYW 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose v is a probability measure supported on 
{d < ] y ] < 1) whose radial projection onto the sphere is Lebesgue measure. 
Then let p(x) = ( (g(x, y)/g(O, y)) v(dy). Now p is a potential and so 
suPlXl< 1P(X) = supi G,x,<lp(x). Let i < 1x1 < 1, then 
p(x) Q C j $+ v(dy). 
7 
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Put q(z) = ( (g(z, y)/g(O, 7)) ~(u’y), then q is a potential, invariant under 
rotations about zero and supported on the circle of radius 1x1. It follows that 
q(z) is constant on the closed disc of radius lx 1; but q(0) = 1. Therefore 
q(x) < 1 and p(x) < C. 
Now suppose v is supported on {I y < b}. As before let p(x) = 
.I” (g(x, y>/g(x, Y)) WY). Then P(X) G C I (g(% y)/g(O, Y>> WY) by Lemma 
2.4. When d > 2, g(Z, y)/g(O, y) z (1 y (/ JX - y I)“-’ which is invariant under 
dilations. Consequently, J” (g(Z, y)/g(O, y))v(dy) < Cl (g(x’,b)/g(O,b))U(db), 
where x’ = (l/Ix 1)~ and I b I = 1. This last integral is identically equal to 1 as 
before. 
When d = 2 the method of estimating 1 (g(& y)/g(O, y))v U” is different. 
It suffices to show 1x1, / y J < a implies --log IZ-yI/-log IYI < 
3(-log(b leie - 1 /)/log 4), where Xy-’ = eie. It then follows that 
p(x) = ( (g(x, y)/g(o, y>) WY) < C J-2’ (--log(b I@’ - 1 D/k 4) de = C. Now 
-log(x-yl=-log4-loglyl-log(fl@‘--11) and (-log4-loglyl)/ 
(-log I yl) < 1. Since -log(i /eie -lI)>log2 and -log(yl>log4 it then 
follows that 
-log IE-yl 
-log IYl 
~ l _ log(+ leie - 11) < 3 -log(: leie - 1 I> 
log 4 ’ log 4 * 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let B = {x ) /xl} < 1. There is a constant C depending 
only on d such that if K is any compact subset of B\ {0) and if K* is the 
radial projection of K from zero onto the unit sphere then the probability that 
Brownian motion started from zero hits K before it leaves the unit sphere is 
at least C times the probability that it leaves the sphere through K*. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 1.3 there is a measure ,u on K that 
projects radially onto u lK*. This can be extended to a probability v that 
projects radially onto u (see Remark 2.2). 
If p(x) = Ip” (hitting K) is the equilibrium potential of K then (by the 
Domination Principle) p(x) > Cq(x), where q(x) = i (g(x, y)/g(O, y)) ,a dy). 
Evaluating at zero gives the result. 
Remark 2.6. A result analogous to Theorem 1.3 can be obtained in a 
similar fashion. Namely, if E > 0 and K is a compact subset of 
{ y ) f < I y I < 1 } there is a constant C = C(d, E) such that 
IpX (hitting K) > CiPx (hitting K*) 
for allx, 1x1<;-&. 
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3. RADIAL PROJECTION THEOREM FOR A RANK ONE SYMMETRIC SPACE 
Let X be a symmetric space of noncompact ype of rank one. Let G 
denote the connected component of the isometry group of X. Denote by A 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the G-invariant metric given 
by the Killing form on the Lie algebra g of G. The operator A - cl -L has a 
global positive solution on X, if and only if c > -lp (‘, where ]p I* is an 
intrinsic constant (cf. [ 121 for details). Let 4 denote the positive K-invariant 
function with Lo = 0 and normalized so that #(o) = 1, o E X a fixed 
otherwise arbitrary point. 
As pointed out in [ 111, the Green function G(x, y = G’(x, y) associated 
with L = A - cZ is asymptotic to exp(-l){(p) + JL ]pl* + c} d(x, y), where 
d(x, y) is the geodesic distance of x from y. In [8], Karpelevic computed the 
Martin compactification of X (for all ranks). In rank one the following 
simple calculation shows that the Martin boundary can be identified with the 
unit sphere in the tangent space r,(X) at o. 
Choose a fixed point o E X and let K be the compact subgroup of G of 
elements g such that g . o = o. Let KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition of G 
and let a+ be a positive Weyl chamber in a. Let HE at have length one 
(relative to the Killing form). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let q(t) = t - d(x, g exp tH . 0). Then (p is an increasing 
bounded function. 
ProoJ 1 d(x, g exp(t + s)H . o) - d(x, g exp tH . o)l < 1 s I. Hence, rp is 
increasing. It is bounded by d(o, x). 
Now G(x, k exp tH. o G(o, k exp tH. o) - exp r(c){t - d(x, k exp tH. o)}, 
where T(C) = IpI + Jli IpI2 + c. Hence, Lemma 3.1 implies that 
(1) lim,++, (G(x, k exp tH . o)/G(o, k exp tH . 0)) exists, and 
(2) equals limt++co exp r(c){ t - d(x, k exp tH . 0)). 
Assume that (y,) is a sequence of elements in X such that lim,,, 
(G(x, Y,)/@A Y,>) exists. Set y, = k,,a,, . o, k, E K, a, = exp t,H with t, > 0. 
Then, by choosing a subsequence if necessary, it can be assumed that k, 
converges to k E K. It will be shown that limn,+,(G(x, y,)/G(o, y,)) = 
lim I++ ,(G(x, k exp tH . o)/G(o, k exp tH . 0)). Since the first limit exists it 
follows from the asymptotic behaviour of the Green function that lim,,, 
W,yn) - d(x,yn)l exists (uniformly for x in a compact set). It therefore 
sufftces to remark that this limit equals lim,,,{d(o, exp t,H . o) - 
d(k,‘.x,expt,H.o)}=lim,,,{d(o,kexpt,H.o)-d(x,kexpt,H.o)}. 
The tangent vectors of length one at o are the tangent vectors to the curves 
t - k exp tH . o, k E K, and two curves corresponding to k, and k, coincide 
and give the same tangent vector if and only if k; ‘k, E M = {k E K ( ka = a 
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Vu E A}. Assume lim,,,, (G(x, k, exp tH . o)/G(o, k, exp tH . o)) = lim,,, 
(G(x, k, exp tH . o)/G(o, k, exp tH . o)) for all x E X. This implies that 
lim r++co{t - d(x, k, exp tH. o)} = lim,,+,{t - d(x, k, exp tH . o)} for all x. 
Let x= k, exp(--s)H. o. Then --s = lim,,,, t - 1s + tl = lim,,,, t - 
d(x, k, exp tH. o) = lim,,,, t - d(x, k, exp tH . 0). Hence, d(k, exp(-s)H . 
o, k, exp tH . o) > s + t. Since the oppositive inequality is true this implies 
d(k, exp(-s)H . o, k, exp tH + o) = s + t. In particular, k, exp(--s)H . o = 
k, exp(--s)H . o and so k,k;’ = m E K satisfies Ad(m)H = H. Hence, 
m E h4. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a rank one symmetric space of noncompact 
type. The Martin compactification of X relative to L = A - cl, c > Ip i2, is 
obtained by adjoining to X as boundary B the space K/M g G/MAN. A basic 
neighbourhood of the coset k,? = k, E K/M is {k exp tH . o 1 t > n, k E U, a 
neighbourhood of k, in K} V {k,l k E U}. A011 boundary points are minimal. 
The Poisson kernel K(x, k) = KC(x, k) = {K’(x, k)}‘, where 2A = 1 + 
d=?iiT. 
Proof The first statement has been proved. With the given basic 
neighbourhoods XU B is a compact Hausdorff space to which the functions 
y - G(x, y)/G(o, y) extend continuously and separate the points. Therefore, 
it is the Martin compactification (cf. [ 181). Since K acts transitively on K/M 
the fact that at least one boundary point is minimal implies that they are all 
minimal. 
The oformula relating the Poisson kernels, follows from the’ fact that 
KC(x, k) = exp r(c)(lim,,+ o. {t - d(x, k exp tH . o)}) and that r(c) = Jr(o). It 
also follows from the formula given in [8]. 
THEOREM 3.3 (R$dial projection theorem). Let E c X\{o} be a Borel 
set and let z(E) = {k 1 f or some a E A, ka . a E E}. Then there is a constant 
C = C(c) such that Cu(n(E)) < Ipo9” [hitting E], where o is the K-invariant 
probability measure on K/M and Ip’*” is the probability, starting from o, for 
the dt@%sion on X whose infinitesimal generator is Mu = (l/4) A(u#) - cu. 
Proof Because E + a($E)) is a strongly sub-additive Choquet capacity 
E one can assume that z(E) is compact (cf. [ 151). Then there is a measure p 
on E that projects radially (in the obvious sense) onto u IncE). As in Remark 
2.2 one can determine a probability v on X\(o) that projects onto o and 
agrees with ,U on E. It will suffice to show that there is a constant C 
(independent of v) such that 
(1) u,(x) = j (G’(x, y)/GC(o, y)) v(dy) < C@(x), where G’ denotes the 
Green function for A - cl. Then since (u,)/# is M-superharmonic (even an 
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M-potential) the projection theorem follows as in the previous cases 
discussed in Sections 1 and 2. 
If f=d(o,x), y=kexpfH.o and jr=kexpfH.o then (1) is a conse- 
quence of the fact that there is a constant C such that 
(2) G’(x,y)/G’(o,y) ,< C{GC(x,.Y)/GC(o,.F) + KC+, ij). 
This is because d(x) = I KC(x, i) a(&) and v(x) = (l/d(x)) ] (G’(x, k 
exp iH. o)/G’(o, k exp iH. 0)) a(d) is a K-invariant solution of the 
equation Mu = 0 in the ball B(o; 0 with constant value 1 on B(o; g. 
To prove (2) it will suffice to prove it when E nB(o; 1) = 0 in view of the 
analogue of Remark 2.2 and the remarks preceding Lemma 2.4. 
Note that d(x, 7) < 2d(x,y). This follows since (i) d(x, jr) < d(J, yy) + 
d(x, y) and (ii) d(y, 7) < d(x, y). Let t = d(o, y) and i= d(o a J). The second 
inequality holds because if (a) t < i, d(y, .P) = i - t = d(o, x) - d(o, y) < 
d(x, y), and (b) if i < t, d(y, J) = t - i = d(o, y) - d(o, x) < d(x, y). 
Let 6 > 0 (smaller than $ say) be chosen. Since d(x, .F) < 2d(x,y) the 
canonical nature of the singularity of the Green function implies that 
G’(x, y) < C(6) G’(x, jr) if d(x, y) < 6. Harnack’s inequality (see [ 111) 
implies GC(o, y) z GC(o, jr) and so G’(o, jr) G’(x, y) < CG’(o, y) G’(x,~) if 
d(x, y) < 6. If d(x, 7) < 6 and d(x, y) > 6 then G(x, v) < G(x, 7) and if 
d(o, y) < i it follows that G(o, jr) G(x, v) < G(o, y) G(x, jr). 
It remains to consider the case where either (i) d(x, y’) > 6 or (ii) 
d(x, jr) < 6 and d(x, y) > 6, d(o, y) > I. In cases (i) and (ii), since 
4x, yp J/2, G’(x> Y)/W> v> “exp(lpI+~~){t-d(x,kexptH.o} < 
F(x, k) by Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2. 
4. NORMAL PROJECTION THEOREM FOR A RANK ONE SYMMETRIC SPACE 
Let G = KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition of G, the connected 
component of the isometry group of X. If g E G let H(g) E a be defined by 
the Iwasawa decomposition of g as k(g) exp H(g) n(g). Let fi = O(N), where 
8 is the automorphism corresponding to the Cartan involution. The Bruhat 
lemma (cf. [7]) states that_ the map g - g” E G/&tN E K/M = B is an 
injection when restricted to N and that the image of N is a dense open set. It 
follows from the same lemma that its complement is a single point {co}. 
The Poisson kernel K”(g . o, u”) = e*pu’(u)--H(g-‘u)), where p is half the 
sum of the positive roots (with multiplicities) (cf. [9]). The function K”(., e”) 
is N-invariant since H(ng)-’ = H(g-‘) Vn E N, g E G. Note that 
K”(n exp tH. 0, g) = e--zP(tH) = e-*‘P”. 
Let m E M’, the normalizer of A in K, realize the Weyl group element hat 
maps H to -H, i.e., Ad(m)H = -H, VH E a. Since conjugation of G with m 
changes the Iwasawa decomposition KAN into the Iwasawa decomposition 
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KAN it follows that the function h on X with h(o) = given by 
h(fiexp tH. 0) = e-*‘p’*’ = ePztlPl, is an f-invariant solution of Au = 0 and 
is a Poisson kernel KO(., b) for some b E K/M. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ti = kan. Then, lim,,,, d(riexptH.o, kexptH.o)= 
d(a . 0,o). 
ProoJ d(n exp tH + o, k exp tH . o) = d(an exp tH . o, exp tH . o) = 
d(an exp(-t)H.o,o), where n”‘=a,na;’ ifa,EA. Since HEa’, liml++oo 
rFpt)h = e (this follows from properties of a gauge, see [lo]). 
COROLLARY 4.2. The N-invariant function h on X defined by 
h(iiexptH.o)=e-2’Pi’ is K“(., co). It is the unique J-invariant solution of 
Au = 0 with value 1 at o and vanishing continuously at Nc K/M. 
Proof: e-2tlpl = h(ti exp tH . o) z h(k exp tH . o) if ii = kan and so 
lim l++m h(kexptH.o)=Ofor all kEK/M\{cx,}. 
The N-invariant functions u(fi exp tH . o) = u(t) (by abuse of notation) 
satisfy the equation u”(t) + 2 ]p] u’(t) = 0, t E R ([6, p. 251). Since 1 and 
e-2’D’f are a fundamental system, the result follows. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let 0 be the radial solution of Au = cu, c > - p]‘. If 
Cc fl is a compact set then #(rIexp tH . o) z exp(]p] - + ]p]’ + c)(-t), 
uniformly for A E C, as t + +a~. 
ProoJ {a I ti = kan, fi E C} is compact. Further, #(k exp tH . o) - 
exp(-lp] + dm)t if c > -IpI (cf. [ 1 I]) and hence Harnack’s 
inequality [ 1 l] gives the result. 
In [9, Lemma 1.31) it is shown that (du/dn)(A) = e-2”(H(‘)), where dii is 
the Haar measure on fl normalized so that l e-20(H(m) dii = 1. The Poisson 
integral of an L’(dti) function f on fl is given by 
F(H,,a . 0) = J f,(fi,fi) e-2p(H(‘0-‘)-‘oea) dti = (fi * P,)(n), 
where p,(s-‘) = ,-2P(ff(Sa-‘)-lW), H, = log a if a = exp H, , and f,(A) = f (n’). 
It follows from this that 
K’(nh . o, s”) = P,(s-‘n) e2D(H(s)) = P,(s-‘A)[KO(s-‘, e”)]-’ 
forall5,sENandaEA. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let s, A E fl and a EA. Then 
P,(s-‘n) = lim 
G(na . o, s exp tH . o) = lim G(fia . o, s exp tH . o) 
t++m G(s - o, s exp tH . o) I++00 G(o, exp tH . o) ’ 
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ProoJ The limit exists because the quotient is asymptotic to the 
increasing bounded function (see Lemma 3.1) exp r(O){ t - d(rTa . 0, 
s exp tH . 0)) in Lemma 3.1, where r(O) = 2 Jp 1. 
Further, lim ,,+,(G(fiu - o, s exp tH; o)/G(o, s exp tH a 0)) = K’(nh . o, So). 
To see this let s = kun. Then s” = k and K(fiu . o, Sv) = lim,,+,(G(fiu . o, 
k exp tH . o)/G(o, k exp tH . 0)). Since (G(nh . o, s exp tH .0)/G@ f o, 
k exp tH . o))(G(o, k exp tH . o)/G(o, s exp tH . 0)) is bounded for large t, in 
view of Lemma 3.1 and the asymptotic behaviour of the Green function, the 
minimality of K(#u . o, s”) implies the result. 
Hence, 
K”(F7U . 0, So) = f limm 
G(nh . o, s exp tH . o) 
--t G(o, exp tH . o) IL 
. G(o, exp tH . o) 
t%% G(o, s exp tH . o) I 
G(iiu - o, s exp tH . o) 
G(o, exp tH . o) 1 
[KO(s-‘, e)]-I. 
COROLLARY 4.5. P,(s-In)’ = lim ,,(G’(iia . o, s exp tH. o)/GC(o, 
exp tH . o)), where 21= 1 + dG?E?. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Assume c > -IpI’. Then there is a constant C = C(c) 
such that 
I G’(fi exp tH . o, s exp tH . o) ds = Ce-21plf. 
Proof: Let a = exp(t’ - t)H. Let ga = ufiu- ’ for fi E Iv. Let 
C(t) = 1 G’(A exp tH - o, s exp tH . o) ds 
= ! Gc(uii exp tH . o, us exp tH a o) ds 
= J Gc(iia exp t’H . o, so exp t’H . o) ds 
= !’ G’(ii” exp t’H . o, ii1 exp t’H . o) e2p(‘oga) dii, 
= C(f) e21du-t)* 
Set C = C(0). It remains to show C < co. 
The N-invariant solutions of the equation Au - cu = 0 satisfy the 
equation u”(t) + 2 JpI u’(t) - cm(t) = 0, where by abuse of notation 
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u(ii exp tH . o) = u(t) (see [6, p. 251). S ince c > - lp]* there are two positive 
solutions: u,(fi exp tH . o) = e-21p’(1-‘)1 and u,(< exp tH . o) = e-2’P’*\t = 
h’(fiexp tH . o), where 23, = 1 + dm. The fact that A > f implies 
that u,(fiexp tH . o) < (resp. >) u,(fiexp tH . o) for t > 0 (resp. t < 0). 
Let S = {Zexp tH . o 1 t > 0). Then U, A u,, = u, on S and is not equal to 
ucr2 on X (consider U, A U, on A . 0). Hence, S is (minimally) thin at co. 
This implies that U, A u0 is an N-invariant potential on X (relative to 
L = d - cl). Since it is harmonic (relative to L) off fi. o this potential is 
represented by a Haar measure on 8, i.e., U, A u0 = Cl G’(., s . o) ds. 
From this it follows that C(0) < co. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let S(t,) = {fiexp tH. o 1 t > tl}. Then, if c > -Ip1’, 
S(t,) is (minimally) thin at CO for all t,. 
Proof: It suffices to repeat the argument of the last part of Proposition 
4.6 with U, replaced by cum, where cu,(t,) = u,,(t,). 
THEOREM 4.8 (Normal projection theorem). Assume c > -IpI*, Let E c 
{tiexpt’H.ojr?Efl, t’>l}anddeJinez:X+Nbyz(riexpt’H.o)=ri.If 
x(E) lies inside a gauge ball of radius R then there is a constant C(R) such 
that 
C(R) ] x(E)] < Ip”*@ [hitting E], 
where lx(E)1 is the Haar measure of n(E) and Ipo9* is as in Theorem 3.3. 
Proof: As before it suffices to consider the case where z(E) is compact. 
Then there is a measure v on E that projects onto dn ( n(E) and of total mass 
I49 
If y = ?iexp t’H . o let y. = 3. o. Then, for y E E, h’(y) z GC(yo, y) since 
as t’ -+ +cc both functions are asymptotic to e-2’p”t. Also by Harnack’s 
inequality [ 111, GC(yo,y) x GC(o, y) since z(E) is bounded. Hence, as in 
Doob’s projection result it will suffice to show that there is a constant 
C = C(R) with 
G’(x> Y)
‘dx) = ( hdt(y) WY) < ‘Xx>. 
This result will hold providing there is a constant C such that 
Gc(tTo exp tH . o, if exp t’H . o) 
h’(n exp t’H . o) 
GC(Ao exp tH * o, ri exp tH . o) 
t*> 
< c 
\ 
I h*(fi exp tH . o) + PexpNI 
(P’TT,)]~ . 
I 
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To see this, note that: 
(1) Q(&exp M-0) - exp(-l)M-dTTlf = exp(-lPbl(l-~)~ 
in a uniform way if & is in a given compact set by Corollary 4.3); 
(2) S,x(E,, [P,(s-‘A,)]“ds < C(R)J-KC(ti,a *o,dk”)di=C(R))(A,a~ 0); 
and 
(3) by Proposition 4.6, j (GC(Ao exp tH - o, s exp tH . o)/h’(s exp 
tH . 0)) ds z Ce-21’l(1-A)t. 
The proof of (*) begins with a lemma (cf. the fact that d(y,jj) < d&y) in 
the proof of Theorem 3.3). 
LEMMA 4.9. If y, = A, exp t’H - o, y,, = A, exp tH . o, and x, = 
ii2 exp tH . o then d(y,,J,) < d(y,, x,). 
Proof: X is di_ffeomorphic to RX A under the map (fi, a) - iia_, o. For 
each aEA, Na.onA-o={a.o}, and 7’,.,(X) = 7’,.,(Na . o) 0 
T&A - 4 (see (6, P. 251). 
This orthogonal splitting transports to any point x = @a . o under 
@Li)a.o~ i.e., T,(X) = T,(Na - a) @ T,(fLA . o) if x = fia . o. 
Let r(t) be a piecewise smooth curve, 0 < t ,< 1 with r(0) =y, and 
r(t) = x,. Then r(t) = r(t) a(t) . o, where rl and a are smooth curves in fi 
and A, respectively. The curve a(t) . o goes from y0 to f0 and the orthogonal 
splitting of the tangent space T,(X) implies that its length is dominated by 
the length of r. 
Now if d(x, y) < 6, the canonical nature of the singularity of the Green 
function implies that GC(x, y) < CG’(x,J). Since ha(y) z I?(J) by 
Harnack’s inequality it follows that h’(p) G’(x, y) < C/?(y) GC(x,y). 
If d(x, JJ) > 6 and d(x, J) < 6 then G’(x, y) < GC(x, 7). If in addition, t’ < t 
then h’(y)> I?(y) d an so I?(y) GC(x, u) < I?(y) G’(x,.V). 
Finally, if d(x, ~7) > S or if t’ > t and d(x, JJ) > 6 it follows that 
G’h Y) 
ha(Y) 
_e21Plllt'-d(x,nexpI'U.ol 
which increases as t’ -+ +co to [P,(fi’-l’B,)]A if x= fi,a . a in view of 
Corollary 4.5. 
5. THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION: A COUNTER EXAMPLE 
Let (x > 0 and consider the potential theory on lRd associated with the 
Helmholtz equation Au = 2au. The Green function G(x, y) associated with 
this equation is 
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where A = \/2a (cf. [ 121). 
The Martin compactification is obtained by adjoining the unit sphere Sd-’ at 
infinity: a neighbourhood of b E Sd-’ being given by {tc 1 t E IR ‘, c in a 
neighbourhood of b, I( cJI = 1 }\C, w h ere C is compact; the minimal harmonic 
function corresponding to b is Kb(x) = e ‘VA The rotationally invariant . 
function Q with o(O) = 1 is 4(b) = I eA@,‘)a(db) - eA11xII//Ixl((d-1)‘2 (c.f. [ 121 
for additional details), where u is normalized Lebesgue measure on Sd-‘. 
Because of the rotational invariance of this potential theory it is natural to 
ask if the analogue of Corollary 2.5 and Theorem 3.3 holds in this context. It 
is not known if this is so. However, as will now be shown, the essential 
ingredient of the above proofs for these results (namely, Theorem 2.1 and (1) 
in the proof of Theorem 3.3) fails for the Helmholtz equation. Choose 
b E Sd-’ and R > 0. To each function s(e), l/R < 0 < C(s, R) with values in 
[ 1,2] there is a hypersurface M, invariant under rotations that leave b fixed 
and lying in {y 1 R < Ilyll < 2R}. * namely, MS = {v 1 Il~ll =W@, IIYII ~0s e= 
(y, b)}. Let V, be the measure on M, that projects onto normalized Lebesgue 
measure u on {c E Sd-’ I l/R < arc cos(c, b) < C(s . R)}. 
If s is defined on [l/R, C(s, R)] then the value at Rb of the potential 
,f (G(x,y)/G(O,y)) v,(dy) is -IF,$9R’ (l/]se” - 1 ])(d-1)‘2 eAR’s-‘se’B-l” 
sindP2 8 dB (let Rs = ]] y 11). These measures are used to establish the next 
result. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let v be a measure on iRd\{O} with support K that 
projects onto Lebesgue measure restricted to the projection of K. Let p,(x) = 
l/#(x) l (G(x, y)/G(O, y)) v(dy). The potentials p, are not uniformb bounded. 
Proof. To see this it suffices to exhibit, for each R, a function sR = s 
defined on [l/R, C(s/R)] such that 
p,(R) = R ((d- 1)/2) 1 
i 
Cd- 1)/Z 
seie - 11 
elR~(~-l)-I~t”~-ll~ sind-28de 
is not bounded as a function of R. 
Define s(0) by setting (s - 1) - ]seie -I]=-l/R.Thens(8)=(2R-l)/ 
(2R [ 1 - R (1 - cos S)]) and 1 < s(0) < 2 if l/R2 < 2( 1 - cos 0) < l/R, i.e., if 
a,(B) < 8< bR(8). Let s,(8) be the restriction of s to [a,, bR] and set 
C(s, R) = b, . Then 
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1 (d-l)/2 
seie - 1 ( 
e-’ sind-* 8 d8 
2R[l -R(l -cos8)] (d-l)/* 
2R(R - l)(l - cos 0) + 1 e 4 sind-* e de 
i 
let 1 - cos f3 = g 
Rd-1 l/fi d-2 du 
- [R(R - l)](d-1)‘2 I ,,R [u’ + I,:(R - l),‘d-1)‘2 
since 2 - Ru2 - 1 if l/R < u < l/fl. 
Hence, to show that p,(R) is unbounded it suffices to show that 
Z(R) =i”& 
ud-* du 
l/R [U + lIdmId-’ 
is unbounded. Now 
Z(R) = llyRfi [u + I/~&?=~] - ’ du 
_ (‘Ifi (u + l/dR@Cq)d-’ - ud-2 du 
[u + l/\IR(R - - 1)]“-’ JliR 
= log fi 
The integral 
Ii -J(R). 
J(R) = & [U + l/dmld-’ ’ 
If d = 2, J(R) = 0. If d > 2, then the kth term of the sum J(R) is bounded by 
c 
Rkil i 
Hence, J(R) is bounded and so Z(R) is unbounded as a function of R. 
Open Question. Let u > 0 be an a-excessive function for Brownian 
motion on IRd (i.e., u is superharmonic with the potential theory associated 
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with (i)d - Crr). Does #(x)/#(x) have radial limits o-a.e. on Sd-‘? The 
proposition just established shows that Doob’s method of proving such a 
result (see the next section) is not applicable in this context. 
6. RADIAL AND NORMAL LIMITS 
In [3] Doob showed that the projection theorem for the half space H in 
Rd can be used to prove that a positive superharmonic function u on H has 
normal limits a.e. This is the normal analogue of Littlewood’s result [ 131 on 
radial limits of positive superharmonic functions on the unit disc (it is also 
called Littlewood’s theorem). 
Doob used the projection theorem to prove that for E c H a.e. normal 
limit point of E is a line limit point of E (Theorem 4.1 [3]). From this it 
follows formally (see [3]) that if a function has fine limits a.e. it has the 
same normal limits a.e. The Fatou-Na’im-Doob theorem [ 16, 2, also 191 
then ensures that u > 0 superharmonic has fine limits a.e. and Littlewood’s 
theorem is proved. 
The essential step is the verification that a.e. normal limit point is a line 
limit. The rest is “automatic.” 
From now on let X denote a rank one symmetric space of noncompact 
type and let c > -]p]’ (see Sect. 3). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let E c X be a Bore1 set and let the radial limit set 
E, c K/M be the set of directions from o in X for which the corresponding 
geodesic rays meet E arbitrarily far from o. Let the fine limit set Ef be the set 
of points of the Martin boundary K/M which are fine limit points of E with 
respect to the potential theory associated with A - cl (i.e., X\E, is the set of 
points at which E is thin). Then E, c E, a.e. with respect to Haar measure on 
K/M. 
COROLLARY 6.2 (Littlewood’s theorem). Let u > 0 be superharmonic 
with respect to A - cl and let $ denote the K-invariant solution with $(o) = 1. 
Then, for k E K, 
lim u/$(k exp tH . o) 
t+w 
exists dk a.e., 
where dk is the Haar measure on K/M. 
Proof. Since Q is represented by dko the Fatou-Na’im-Doob theorem 
ensures that u/d has a fine limit dko a.e. at points of K/M. As this is a Bore1 
function the result follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [ 31. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1 (cf. Proof of Theorem 3.1 [3]). Note that E, is 
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always a G,-set (cf. [ 16, p. 2051). Assume o(E,\E,) # 0. Then there is a 
compact set Y c E,\E, with o(Y) > 0. Let o L = {k exp CH 9 o E E 1 k” E Y, 
t > 0). Then L,= Y. Since {kexp tH. o 1 k E Y, t>O} is compact its 
complement is a neighbourhood of Y’ in the Martin compactifkation. Hence, 
L is thin at each point of Yc (note that thinness here is defined using the 
superharmonic functions determined by d - cl), i.e., L,= 0. 
In probabilistic language, L,= 0 says that, with probability 1, every path 
starting from o of the diffusion with infinitesimal generator M (where MU = 
W) AW) - cu eventually leaves L for good (see (2, 51 for details). Let 1 
L, = L f7 {x 1 d(x, o) > n}. Then the radial limit set of L, = Y. The radial 
projection theorem (Theorem 3.3) states that Pm (hitting L,) > ca(w(L,)) = 
W(Y) > 0. This contradicts the probabilistic interpretation of the fact that 
the tine limit set of L in K/M is empty. 
Remark 6.3. The theorem is true for any set E. The proof is a technical 
modification of the above argument. Let p be a probability measure on X 
that projects onto [T. Let F 3 E be a Bore1 set with a(F\E) = 0. One shows 
that u(F,.\Ef) = 0 by using the same set L and noticing that for each n there 
is a Bore1 set L’ 2 L with PO*@ (hitting LA) = P”,@ (hitting L,). 
Remark 6.4. The above argument applies to the case of the unit ball B 
in Rd with Corollary 2.5 replacing Theorem 3.3. The resulting radial limit 
theorem for u > 0 superharmonic on B is a very special case of Dahlberg’s 
radial limit theorem for Lipschitz domains [ 11. 
THEOREM 6.5. Assume c > -Ip I2 and let E c X. Let E, c fl be (A ) t - 
tiexp tH . o meets E for arbitrarily large t). Then E, c Efd%-a.e. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1. The normal projection 
theorem (Theorem 4.8) is used instead of Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 6.6 (Littlewood’s theorem). Let u > 0 be superharmonic 
with respect o A - cI, c > -IpI’* and let 4 denote the K-invariant solution 
with o(o) = 1. Then, dfi a.e., lim,,, ,(u/#)(A exp tH . o) exists. 
Proof. By the theorem of Fatou-Nai’m-Doob, u/@ has tine limits at 
d$--a.e. point of K/M1 # and hence at dfi-a.e. every point of fl (when 
viewed as a subset of G/MAN E K/M). The result follows. 
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